the bitterness of ideological and religious rivalries—are all
moving away from stability and peace. In such an environment, self-sustaining national power is critical.
Another element of instability is the technological advance in weaponry. Human nature may hold constant over
the centuries, but weapons and their modes of employment
change constantly (though at different rates in different
eras). Indeed, the advantages that innovations in equipment, tactics, or strategy can confer provide strong incentives to those seeking expansion—and thus must provoke
equally dynamic responses from those who wish to resist
such expansion. It is an appreciation for this process of
change more than the details of how a long-bow penetrated
plate armor that the general student of military history
should acquire. By the same token, it is the combination of
factors such as speed, firepower, shock, and morale that
provide the basis for comparing Genghis Khan's horsearchers with General Guderian's panzers despite the centuries between.
These operational concepts, along with logistics, recruitment and training, geography, intelligence, and communications, provide the basis for the "principles of war," a body
of knowledge drawn from history. The classic exponents of
strategic thought—Vegetius, Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, Saxe,
Guibert, Jomini, Glausewitz, Fuller, and Liddell-Hart—
all had personal experience in war and statecraft. America's
most influential and famous historian, Alfred Thayer
Mahan, wrote The Influence ofSeapower Upon History as a

Masks
by Rudolph Schirmer
The real image is only that of course—
An image—and the rest is camouflage:
Me in the morning, you at noon, revealed
In pictures, all erased by suppertime.
Dehberate? The question begs discourse.
The mask inherent, or the mask assumed?
Who are we anyhow? Who chose the role?
Who ran for cover when our selves arrived,
Saying, "How dare you have usurped the field?"
And who—now comes the question that oflFendsStood permanently at the cottage door.
Portraying Patience on a monument.
While all the time so restiess, ill at ease,
A malcontent in genial disguise?

Navy captain. The Pentagon makes extensive use of military history to refine its doctrines, and military history has
figured prominently in the debates surrounding the work of
the military reform movement. But in a democracy, more
than just the defense professionals need an understanding of
the basic concepts. The elder Field Marshal Moltke
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thought strategy was merely "common sense appHed to the
art of war," but it is clear that today's political leaders and
the journalists who set the parameters of public debate know
little of these men or their work. Thus Moltke's "common
sense" is anything but common.
Since change is a vital lesson of history, skepticism
should meet any notion like Mutual Assured Destruction
based on a static force of permanently invulnerable ICBM's
of set number and design. That the Soviet Union is working
to counter U.S. nuclear forces and to fight and win the next
war should not be the least surprising. Moscow is behaving
normally. It is the U.S. that is open to Thucydides'
criticism for following "the habit of mankind to entrust to
careless hope what they long for, and to use sovereign
reason to thrust aside what they do not fancy."
Another example is the obsession with arms control
negotiations. There is nothing in history, from the 1139
Vatican Edict against using the crossbow against Christians
through the Hague Conferences before World War I and
the Washington-London naval conferences before World
War II on to SALT, that provides any evidence that arms
control has either prevented or limited war. It is a particularly futile effort in an era of rapid technological change and
unresolved international rivalries.
Deterrence itself is open to question as the basis for
national security. Military history is primarily a record of
the failure of deterrence and would be a far shorter record if
deterrence played any consistent role in international affairs. Basing the nation's survival wholly on the expectation
that deterrence makes war "unthinkable" is suicidal.
A 1974 study. Military Deterrence in History by Raoul
and Frada NaroU and V. L. BuUough, is most interesting. A
crosscultural study of 20 major confrontations running from
the border struggle between the Han dynasty and the Huns
(125-116 B.C.) to the renewed English-Bourbon struggle
during the American War for Independence (1775-1785),
it examines the rivalries between the Egyptian, Hebrew, Islamic, Greco-Roman, Western European, Russian,
Hindu, and Chinese states, concentrating on the most
active power (the Conspicuous State) in each time period.
The study also took into account factors of geography,
trade, military preparation, type of government, and
whether the Conspicuous State was in a defensive stance
vis-a-vis its rival. The conclusion:
Our study indicated that there is no real support for
the belief that either military or diplomatic efforts
have tended in the long run to make peace much
more likely among the defensively oriented
Conspicuous States we studied. . . . The world
arena of power politics has been a bloody one.
Prominent states cannot avoid involvement in
war. . . . In the absence of a world order, we must
continue to live with the waste and slaughter of
war.
The study also found that the most important variable in
national success was the age and experience of its leader.
This is nothing new to military historians. When Napoleon
said that "there are no bad regiments, only bad colonels,"
he was speaking a truth about leadership that applies from
the smallest scouting party to the greatest empire. Biogra-

phy is thus often recommended as the best starting place for
the study of military history. As Field Marshal Sir Archibald Percival Wavell advised:
Study the human side of history . . . to learn that
Napoleon in 1796 with 20,000 beat combined
forces of 30,000 by something called economy of
force or operating on interior lines is a mere waste
of time. If you can understand how a young
unknown man inspired a half-starved ragged rather
Bolshie crowd; how he filled their bellies; how he
outmarched, outwitted, outbluffed and defeated
men who had studied war all their lives . . . you
will have learnt something worth knowing.
As Arthur Ferrill has recently written, "Strategic decisions produce successful or unsuccessful results. . . . A
good general or political leader will bear the burden and
solve his strategic problems." But a poor or unlucky leader
will fail and condemn his society to defeat and disaster.
National leadership is a weak point in the Western
democracies. It is not just that Lyndon Johnson, choosing
bombing targets in Vietnam, or Jimmy Carter, deciding
how many helicopters to send on the Iranian rescue
mission, suffer in comparison to Gustavus Adolphus or
Frederick the Great. The West's salvation does not depend
on a return to "soldier-kings"; nor is democracy incapable of
producing competent war leaders (the elder Pitt and
Churchill come readily to mind). What is lacking are
leaders with sufficient background and interest in strategic
thought to be able to set priorities and weigh the advice
given by their military advisors. Yet this should be a
prerequisite for high office, particularly that of President
with its primary responsibility as Commander in Chief
Unfortunately, the political system is not geared to produce
such men.
The negative impact of the Welfare State on the budgets
available to the military is well-known. But even more
damaging than the shift of funds has been the shift of time
and attention of national leaders away from issues of
defense and foreign policy to the overwhelming details of
administering thousands of domestic programs and regulations. What politician today can follow Machiavelli's advice
that "A prince should have no other aim or thought, nor
take up any other thing for his study, but war and its
organization and discipline." Yet, it cannot be expected that
Presidents and members of Congress who win election by
manipulating the immediate demands of special interest
groups will suddenly become great statesmen and world
leaders on assuming office.
The economic benefits of a new federalism that would
shift domestic policy back to state and local government will
be less important in the long-run than the benefits derived
from relieving national leaders of the burden of managing
the Welfare State. A division of labor should allow the
national government to concentrate on long-term national
strategy. This will only come about if concern for military
security can be reestablished as the first priority of the
federal government. The study of military history can be an
invaluable support for that effort by providing myriad
examples of why one nation succeeded and another failed
over time.
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The Treason System by Harold OJ.
Le systeme de trahison {The Treason
System) by Eric Werner, Lausanne,
Switzerland: L'Age d'Homme.

Brown

Reagan because of the weapons-forho^tages/Contra funding deal. The
frightful uproar over his visit to Bitburg
cemetery two years earlier was even

less understood. Nor can many Europeans understand why the United
States gratuitously insulted Austria by
declaring that Austrian president

T

he Germans have a word for it:
Schadenfreude. It means, Hterally, harm-joy, and refers to the nasty
but common human tendency to rejoice when harm comes to someone
else. In English, we don't have the
word, but we certainly have the phenomenon. Think of the nationwide
jubilation over what happened to
Richard Nixon (and, incidentally, to
America) during the Watergate scandal. Today we have it again, with the
media blitz over President Reagan's
Iran-Contra connection.
Europeans are often perplexed by
the way in which America's leading
politicians and media figures seem to
take pride in their ability to run their
own country down and to hamper its
effectiveness. There is such a thing as
reasonable self-criticism, but to most
Europeans, the American phenomenon involves Schadenfreude carried to
the point of auto-destruction.
It was not always so. The United
States was once the home of jingoism:
"My country, right or wrong!" —
patriotism carried to the point of virtual blindness, when anything could be
excused if it seemed to be in the
national interest. Today we have the
opposite phenomenon, in which
breaches of every standard of confidentiality, civility, and honor are taken for
granted, excused, even approved, if
only they are not in the national interest and injure only our own nation.
Most Europeans cannot understand
the marathon flagellation of President

•4^?,^^.

Harold O.J. Brown is pastor of the
Evangelische Kirchgemeinde in
Klosters, Switzerland, and a
contributing editor to Chronicles.
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